It is well-known that the general health information seeking lay-person, regardless of his/her education, cultural background, and economic status, is not as familiar with-or comfortable using-the technical terms commonly used by healthcare professionals. One of the primary reasons for this is due to the di↵erences in perspectives and understanding of the vocabulary used by patients and providers even when referring to the same health concept. To bridge this "knowledge gap," consumer health vocabularies are presented as a solution. In this study, we introduce the Mayo Consumer Health ⇤ This work was done while the author was an undergraduate summer intern at Mayo Clinic.
Introduction
In the age of individualized medicine, it is becoming increasingly evident that more and more consumers are using the Internet and the World Wide Web to seek medical and health related information. 1, 2 According to surveys by the Jupiter Organization and Harris Interactive, in 2007, 71% of people who used the Internet, also used it to seek health information (an increase by 37% since 2005). 3 Furthermore, it has been reported that 70% of people who obtain health information online say that it has influenced a decision about their treatment. 4 However, often due to various educational, economical, cultural, and language di↵erences between patients and healthcare professionals, there exists a barrier in the process of gathering and interpreting health related information. One of the primary reasons for this is due to di↵erences in perspectives and understanding of healthcare between patients and providers, as well as a significant disconnect in the vocabulary used even when they are referring to the same health concept.
Since various aspects of healthcare outcomes, including empowering consumers to make better-informed decisions and increasing patient compliance, can be a↵ected due to this information disconnect, addressing the consumer health vocabulary problem has emerged as an important research activity in the recent past [5] [6] [7] as evidenced by services such as MedLine Plus 8 provided by the NIH. Cole et al. 9 proposed using a standardized biomedical terminology, SNOMED-CT, 10 and a commercially developed consumer health vocabulary, Intelligent Medical Object's Personal Health Terminology (PHT T M ), to assist patients and physicians who use common language terms to find specialist physicians with a particular clinical expertise. In particular, based on a user's input string, PHT was searched for term matching to acquire the SNOMED-CT codes (via PHT T M -SNOMED map) that were in turn used to find physicians with the appropriate clinical specialty. In more recent work, the Open Access Collaboratory Consumer Health Vocabulary (OAC-CHV 11 ) developed at the University of Utah contains more than 150,000 consumer health terms that are mapped to clinically oriented terms from the UMLS. 12 OAC-CHV has also been demonstrated in successfully translating clinical text from electronic medical records to consumers. 13 While the above research has shown promising outcomes, there are several limitations hindering widespread adoption and application of these results. First, excluding OAC-CHV, the existing vocabularies for consumer health, such as PHT T M , are either closed sourced, or have a commercial license. This not only prevents them from being leveraged in consumer health applications and tools, but also limits further development and community input. Second, with the recent advances in genomic medicine, the science and the role of non-genetic and genetic risk factors in disease etiology is becoming clearer. Consequently, there is an increasing need to incorporate such information within consumer health vocabularies-a requirement not adequately met by existing vocabularies. Finally, best practices in modeling vocabularies require explicit specification of relationships between the terms and concepts, as well as providing appropriate metadata (e.g., synonyms, definitions, provenance). This impacts the vocabulary management and development to semantics-based querying and navigation leveraging the vocabulary. Our preliminary findings indicate that none of the existing consumer health vocabularies, including freely available OAC-CHV, adopt such methodologies, and are developed using ad-hoc vocabulary modeling formalisms. For example, OAC-CHV is modeled and maintained using Microsoft Excel files, instead of a more formal knowledge representation language, such as OWL (Web Ontology Language). 14 In this study, we attempt to address the first two limitations. Specifically, we introduce the Mayo Consumer Health Vocabulary (MCV) developed and maintained by the ontology team at Mayo Clinic Global Products and Services to support annotation on MayoClinic.com (http://www.mayoclinic.com) health portal initially launched in 1995. Currently, MCV comprises approximately 5,000 consumer health terms arranged in a taxonomy, and includes mappings to SNOMED-CT and ICD-9 15 for some of the core concepts. The terminology extends beyond the typical medical terminologies to include lifestyle terms representing consumer health concepts related to nutrition, exercise and other lifestyle behaviors that influence a persons health. While successfully used to annotate health related information (articles, documents, blog entries, multimedia etc.) within the MayoClinic.com portal b , MCV currently lacks the coverage for several disease concepts as well as relevant disease risk factors. The current study addresses these requirements by developing text mining approaches for integrating disease concepts (from OAC-CHV 16 ) as well as non-genetic (from deCODEme 17 ) and genetic (from GeneWiki+ 18 and PharmGKB 19 ) risk factors to diseases. The integration led to adding at least one synonym for 97% of MCV concepts with an average of 43 consumer friendly terms per concept, an important step in increasing search result coverage for future versions of MayoClinic.com. We were also able to associate non-genetic risk factors to 38 common diseases, as well as establish 5,361 Disease:Gene pairings. We discuss the details of our methods and findings in the remainder of this manuscript.
Resources and Tools
The following resources and tools were leveraged to conduct this study.
Open Access Collaboratory Consumer Health Vocabulary
The Open Access Collaboratory Consumer Health Vocabulary (OAC-CHV 16 ) is created and maintained by the Consumer Health Vocabulary Initiative. It is a relationship file that links commonly used real-world vocabulary to associated medical terminology. Additionally, it provides the associated UMLS CUIs as well as understandability scores for each term and whether a term is disparaged (has an abnormality, such as a misspelling). In total there are 158,519 terms and 57,819 unique UMLS CUIs (2.7 terms per UMLS CUI). We used this file for finding near-matching terms to those in MCV and retrieving the connected terms based on common UMLS CUIs. We also used the UMLS CUIs connected to retrieved terms for comparison of similarity between MCV and OAC-CHV terms.
SNOMED-CT
The Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine-Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT 10 ) was created by the College of American Pathologists and is maintained by the International Health Terminology Standards Development Organisation. It is a hierarchical ontology of medical terms. Similarity information can be gathered to compare two items in SNOMED-CT using several ontology-based algorithms such as Wu-Palmer. 20 We used SNOMED-CT as the UMLS source for comparison of UMLS CUIs and retrieval of UMLS CUI synonyms within the UMLS::Similarity and UMLS::Interface modules, respectively (see below).
PharmGKB
The Pharmacogenomics Knowledge Base (PharmGKB) is managed at Stanford University and focuses on maintaining information about gene:drug relationships and the corresponding gene variations, but also includes limited information on gene:disease relationships. 19 The data is collected from literature and other databases that report study results having to do with gene:drug interactions. It uses its own ID system for genes and diseases but provides data sets that allow for translation of genes into Entrez Gene IDs and diseases into SNOMED or UMLS IDs. We retrieved all Disease:Entrez Gene ID relationships and used this as a basis for our list of genetic risk factors by disease.
deCODE genetics
deCODE genetics 17 is a pharmaceutical company with an interest in genetic e↵ects on disease and medicine. They sell a Direct-to-Consumer genetic testing service, called deCODEme, for sequencing a portion of an individual's genome to estimate genetic risk of various diseases. deCODEme has a website that contains information on the 47 diseases that are being tested, including information on both non-genetic and genetic factors that increase an individual's risk. We use the non-genetic factors portion of these disease pages to mine risk factors.
UMLS::Interface
UMLS::Interface is a Perl module that retrieves the position of UMLS CUIs from a UMLS ontology source (i.e. SNOMED-CT). 21 It provides tools for translating medical terms given as strings into the corresponding UMLS CUIs, getting positions in the ontology based on the UMLS CUI, and returning related UMLS CUIs and associated medical terms. Position in UMLS can be retrieved using a UMLS CUI or, if no UMLS CUI is available, one can be estimated based on an input string. It requires UMLS be loaded into a MySQL Database for access. We used this module to retrieve sister nodes (synonyms) for each MCV term.
UMLS::Similarity
UMLS::Similarity is a Perl module that retrieves a similarity score between two concepts based on their positioning in the hierarchical UMLS source (i.e. SNOMED-CT). 21 It has several options for evaluating either similarity or relatedness for two UMLS CUIs. Eight similarity measures, based on location in the ontology, were incorporated into the module (including Wu-Palmer, the similarity measure used in this study) as well as various relatedness measures that were not used in this study. This module was used for computing the similarity of MCV and OAC-CHV terms to indicate whether the relationship was valid (should be maintained) or invalid (should be deleted).
MetaMap
MetaMap is a program designed to extract biomedical terminology from text and map it to appropriate UMLS concepts. 22 It splits input text into minimal phrases and provides potential UMLS matches for the terms, indicating a score from 0-1000 with a higher score meaning a better match, as well as the semantic type (i.e. disease, substance, ...), UMLS source, and UMLS CUI. We used this program to extract non-genetic risk factors from plain text with the ability to divide sentences into phrases and indicate the semantic type being crucial.
Materials and Methods

Materials
The primary materials used in this study are the following:
• The February 4, 2011 OAC-CHV data set, available for download via http:// consumerhealthvocab.org. The data set contains 158,519 mappings between medical concepts and terms along with several measures of understandability for each term. There is a one-to-many relationship between UMLS CUIs and OAC-CHV terms.
• The July 3, 2012 GeneWiki+ relationships data set, available for download via http: //genewikiplus.org/wiki/GeneWiki:Data. The data set contains 18,230 relationships between genes and diseases, referencing the diseases using a Disease Ontology ID (DOID). 23 • The June 13, 2012 Human Disease Ontology data set, available for download via http: //obofoundry.org. The data set contains 8,631 entries, each with at least one DOID, and a total of 14,311 SNOMED IDs mapped to the entries.
• The July 5, 2012 PharmGKB relationships data set, available by request via http: //www.pharmgkb.org/downloads.jsp. The data set contains 11,706 unique relationships between drugs, diseases, genes, haplotypes, and gene variant locations (see Table 1 ). It includes information on whether pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic e↵ects play a part in the relationship as well as PubMed IDs for articles that provide evidence supporting the relationship. Also available are gene and disease data sets, providing mappings between genes and Entrez Gene IDs, and diseases and SNOMED-CT IDs, respectively.
• The MCV data set and MCV-SNOMED relationship data set, not publicly available for this study but, in the future, will be made available for public use. MCV includes a list of around 5,000 medical terms, 2,126 of which are considered core terms (directly associated with 
clinical concepts) and were the basis of this e↵ort. These core terms are identified by MCV IDs and divided into 4 groups: diseases (1,443), first aid (63), symptoms (102), and test procedures (518). The MCV-SNOMED relationship data set contains 1,476 relationships between MCV IDs and SNOMED IDs. For this study, we compared biomedical terms in MCV and OAC-CHV to expand the list of word alternatives for MCV. Note that traditional methods for ontology matching and alignment are not applicable here because they rely primarily on relationships between concepts as well as the hierarchical structure in the source and target ontologies (which are "metadatabased"), whereas both OAC-CHV and MCV are at present a nearly flat list of terms with minimal relationships and hierarchies. A general outline for integrating MCV and OAC-CHV is given in Fig. 1 . For the strings in MCV and OAC-CHV, we removed all punctuation and stop words and made all letters lowercase. We used a specific subset of stop words that showed up often in the data to avoid deleting good words (i.e. 'a' in "vitamin a deficiency"). Because every term in OAC-CHV was paired with a UMLS CUI and a medically preferred term, we were able to create sets of potential phrases for each UMLS CUI which allowed us to retrieve a list of synonyms quickly for any entry in OAC-CHV. We began by simply seeing if any terms in MCV were exact matches to terms in OAC-CHV. This was followed by stemming all words in every term using a Porter Stemmer 24 and checking for exact matches between the two sets.
Methods for integrating disease concepts
All matches were added to a matched list.
We then created a similarity score for each pair of terms between OAC-CHV and MCV. This score was calculated by giving one point to each word that was in the other term and .75 points to each stemmed word that was in the other stemmed term, summing these points, and dividing by the total number of words between the two terms. For example, the terms 'knee knees injury' and 'knee injuries' would receive a score of (.75 + 1 + .75 + 1 + .75)/5 = .85 (Fig. 2) . Based on outcome observations, an empirical threshold of .65 was set where any pair that achieved a score equal to or over this threshold was considered to be matching and was added to the matched list.
Fig. 2. Comparison scoring of two example terms
The next step was to get UMLS CUI codes for every term that had been paired in the matched list. For OAC-CHV terms, that information was already included in the file. For MCV terms, we used a relationships file developed by Mayo to get the connected SNOMED IDs. With those SNOMED IDs, we queried the BioPortal REST service which returned the appropriate UMLS CUIs. 25 Next we evaluated the strength of the SNOMED relationship between each pair, using their UMLS CUI codes and the UMLS::Similarity module. MCV terms that were connected to multiple UMLS CUIs had the highest similarity score counted for each pairing. MCV terms which were connected to no UMLS CUIs did not go through this step. The similarity measure used was the Wu-Palmer Similarity score, 20 a measure that ranged from 0 (exclusive) to 1 (inclusive) with a larger number indicating two UMLS CUIs being more similar. Based on output observations, we set a threshold of .6 where any pair scoring below that would be deleted from the list of pairings.
Once all pairings had been computed, we began gathering synonyms for MCV terms. For every pairing between MCV and OAC-CHV, the OAC-CHV term was connected to a group of terms with the same UMLS CUI. For every pairing, this group of OAC-CHV terms was added to the correct MCV. UMLS::Interface was then queried for equivalent terms to every MCV term. These two groups of synonyms were combined for each MCV term and duplicate synonyms were deleted.
Methods for integrating non-genetic and genetic disease risk factors
For the second part of this study, we integrated non-genetic and genetic risk factors to diseases in MCV. Non-genetic factors were obtained by mining information from deCODEme's website for most of the 47 medical conditions that they do genetic testing on. The text mining algorithm was implemented using the XML and RCurl packages in R. [26] [27] [28] First, a list of diseases was queried from the "about deCODEme" page of their website. The page for each individual disease was then accessed and the associated factors were retrieved. Because the information on non-genetic risk factors was stored in consistent locations within deCODEMe's website templates (usually in bold text; as seen in Fig. 3 ), our retrieval algorithm processed just the relevant text area. For factors that included ambiguous terms such as 'age,' 'ethnicity,' and 'gender,' we developed the following heuristics based on typical structures of the paragraphs that followed the highlighted function: Fig. 3 . Sample of risk factor portion of deCODEme site
• Gender -Typically the first gender to show up in the paragraph was at higher risk. When no gender was at higher risk, then either no gender was named or the first instance of a gender in the paragraph was accompanied by a conjunction and the opposite gender. For instance, in Fig. 3 , "AAA is most commonly encountered in older men" would give us 'men' as the higher risk group, because it is spotted first in the paragraph. However, if the sentence were to instead say "AAA is most commonly encountered in older men and women," we would not assume a higher risk group.
• Age -There were many di↵erent structures for ages being described. We made a list of the typical ones for querying the text such as "over age ##," "between the ages of ## and ##," and "in their ##s." For instance, in Fig. 3 , the phrase "over age 60" indicates that 60+ is a high risk group.
• Ethnicity -Typically there were many ethnicities mentioned and there was a rough ordering indicated by the comparison words used. Words such as 'more,' 'highest,' and 'fourfold' indicated that the earliest ethnicities in the paragraph were at higher risk while the word 'less' indicated that the earliest ethnicities following the word 'than' represented high risk groups. Our method deleted all words that did not have to do with this ordering and were not ethnicities, allowing us to extract ethnicities based on locations of comparison words. For example, in Fig. 3 the ethnicity sentence is reduced to "less Asians African-Americans than European" and European would be chosen as the high risk group.
• 'Other' Categories -Categories that included the word 'other' in their title often listed many risk factors but did not have a uniform structure, making it much more di cult to extract the factors. To solve this problem we ran the paragraphs through MetaMap, a biomedical terminology extraction tool which split the paragraph up into concepts and provided expected semantic categories as well as goodness-of-fit scores. We took the terms which were substance, disease, or injury related, based on their semantic categories, and, if they had a perfect fit score of 1000, added them to the non-genetic factors list. In addition, if the words 'smoking,' 'alcohol,' or 'cocaine' were found, they were added to the factors list, even without a perfect goodness-of-fit score.
The second type of factor that we looked at was genetic. Initially we extracted all SNOMED IDs that were linked to each MCV ID by processing MCV's relationships file. The Human Disease Ontology 23 holds relationships between SNOMED IDs and DOIDs, allowing us to extend our connections between MCV IDs and DOIDs (Disease Ontology IDs). Using these relationships, we queried the GeneWiki+ data set to retrieve genes that were correlated to each DOID, and by extending that relationship to MCV and accumulating the genes, we created a relationship file between MCV IDs and Entrez Gene IDs.
In addition to using the GeneWiki+ data set, we also had access to PharmGKB relationships files which, among other things, linked diseases and genes through their PharmGKB Accession IDs. Subsequently, by using the PharmGKB genes relationships file, we replaced the listed genes with their Entrez Gene IDs. Similarly, by using the PharmGKB diseases relationships file, we replaced the diseases in the relationships with the connected SNOMED-CT IDs. We then replaced these SNOMED-CT IDs with the connected MCV IDs from MCV's relationships file and added any MCV:Entrez Gene ID pairs that were missing from GeneWiki+ to our list of MCV ID:Entrez Gene ID relationships.
Results
The MCV file we began with included 2,126 terms. After just looking for exact matches or stemmed perfect matches, 1,677 terms had found matches in OAC-CHV and 449 had not. When we did not use UMLS::Similarity to evaluate matches, we had 2,092 terms that found matches and 34 that did not. After using UMLS:Simliarity to eliminate weak or incorrect matches we had 2,069 terms that had matches and 57 that did not. Table 2 shows a summary of these findings.
On average, each term in MCV had 50.2 synonyms when not checking against UMLS::Similarity, but just 38.5 synonyms after incorporating this extra measure. UMLS::Interface averaged adding 4.5 synonyms to each term in MCV with a final average output of 43 synonyms per MCV term. deCODEme contained information on 47 diseases or conditions. Of these, five either did not have non-genetic factor information in the usual area (in lists within the main text area) or did not have any non-genetic factor information at all. Of the 42 that did contain non-genetic factor information, 38 matched either an MCV name or one of the synonyms previously created. On average each of these 38 diseases had 6.7 non-genetic factors gathered from deCODEme.
GeneWiki+ contained information on 18,230 Gene:Disease relationships and a total of 10,084 unique Entrez Gene ID:DOID relationships. There were a total of 361 diseases and seven symptoms from MCV that mapped to at least one gene and a total of 4,884 mappings between MCV entries and Entrez Gene IDs (once the MCV IDs had been processed into SNOMED IDs and then DOIDs).
The PharmGKB relationships file contained a total of 11,706 unique relationships, but only 1,541 of those were between diseases and genes. There were 570 MCV ID:Entrez Gene ID relationships recorded after tracking the DOIDs to the corresponding SNOMED-CT IDs and then MCV IDs. Of these, 93 already existed in the GeneWiki+ information and 477 were new. See Table 3 for a summary of these results. After including the PharmGKB information, coverage of MCV terms was the same (361 diseases and seven symptoms). 
Discussion
The principle goal of this study was to map terms and concepts from MCV to synonyms or near-synonyms from publicly available sources. Connecting similar terms from OAC-CHV, checking the quality of these matches using UMLS::Similarity, and extracting close relations from UMLS::Interface expanded the base list of terms by more than 43 times and over 97% of terms in MCV added at least one synonym. Having such a list will allow for improved search results that minimize the di culty of finding an exact phrase to retrieve information on an expected medical concept. Our extraction of genetic factors was also very helpful in adding to MCV. GeneWiki+ and PharmGKB each added a valuable amount of gene:disease matchings with GeneWiki+ contributing somewhat more, reasonable considering PharmGKB specializes in gene:drug relationships. A large number of relationships presented in these files were unable to be mapped to any diseases in MCV due to either MCV lacking the disease or one of the ID relationship files being incomplete. With only 42 diseases from deCODEme having non-genetic risk information, it may have been more valuable to just manually edit those relationships. Extraction of ethnicity, gender, and age information was valuable but many factors were included in the 'other' categories and were not always correctly retrieved by MetaMap. It may be worthwhile to map these to a database of risk factors at some point, but that was not considered in this study.
Conclusion
In this study we integrated synonyms for medical terminologies as well as both non-genetic and genetic risk factors for diseases into MCV. Bringing this information into medical query services oriented towards consumers is an important step to providing better results and risk information that is growing in importance, especially as genetic risks become better known. The expanded version of MCV created in this exercise provides a solid basis for creation of consumer-oriented healthcare applications and online health information searching. With MCV becoming publicly available in the future, current limitations due to many consumer health vocabulary sources being closed source should be reduced.
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